
WHO IS DAVE PERRY PHOTOGRAPHY?
It's me Dave Perry, I also work with my best friend who happens to be 

my wife, Bianca, she's amazing in fact lots better and more beautiful 

than Dave. Can you guess who's written this? 

We also subcontract professional photographers in when needed 

and they follow our strict guidelines and pass memory cards over to 

us at the end of every shoot. 

P r i v a c y  P o l i c y

WHY DO YOU NEED MY DATA?

WILL YOU SHARE MY DATA?

WHAT DATA DO YOU KEEP?

WHERE IS MY DATA STORED?

I need your contact details to do my job and to contact you regarding any project we have 

together. I only hold personal data if you are a client using my services for example a 

wedding, portrait, or corporate client or anyone that hires me to photograph for them.

Absolutely not under any circumstances, if you purchase any products from us , you are using

a gdpr compliant third party who we use to fulfil your order, they will only keep this

information for as long as necessary.

I keep images we're working with on our harddrive for 3 to 4 months and also on our external 

harddrives as a back up should you lose them I can supply them again. We also keep images on 

backblaze cloud based system which is password protected. 

We keep information you have supplied to us through our booking forms you used to book me, I'll 

happily supply any information I have on you if you ask for it which often isn't very much. 

I keep any data I hold on you via gmail and our booking forms which you have filled out which 

are stored on our harddrives. 

I use third party systems for my website and image galleries they are GDPR compliant and do 

not share any information, my website is encrypted and always updated to the latest security 

updates

YOU'VE TAKEN PHOTOS OF MY CHILDREN AT NURSERY
Ok nothing to worry about, we keep these images on our harddrive for a limited time of only 3 

months before we delete them, forever, they are gone! You can still order them online through 

our secure lab with your unique password but we do not keep them anywhere so if you like them 

we urge you to order them quickly. I hold no names,  addresses or other personal information on 

our systems. 
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